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Abstract 

This paper describes a management paradigm to give 
effect to autonomic activation, monitoring and control of 
services or pmducts in the future converged telecommuni
cations net~vorks. It suggests an architecture that places 
the various management fiinctions into a stmcture that can 
then be used to select those functions ~vhich may yield to au
tonomic management, as well as guiding the design of the 
algorithms. The validation of this architecture, 1,,vith partic
ularfocus on service cofl:ftgumtion, is done via a genetical
gorithm- Population Based incremental Leaming ( PBJL). 
Even 1,,vith this centralized adaptation strateg}~ the simula
tion results show that the proposed architecture and bench
mark can be applied to this constrained benchmark, pm
duces effective convergence petjOtmance in tenns oj.finding 
nearly optimal configurations under multiple constraints. 

1 Introduction 

The management of current telecommunication net
works involves a strong reliance on expert intervention from 
hwnan operators. The centralized infrastructure in tra
ditional network management systems forces tt'te human 
operators to have wide ranging expertise on how to dis
cover changes, configure services, recover from failures and 
alarms, and optimize managed resources to maximize QoS, 
etc. Hmvever, the increasing complexity t.~e net;vorks, the 
highly distributed nature of Network Elements (NEs) as 
well as the growing multidimensional inter-dependencies 
between NEs is beginning to indicate that network manage
ment is rapidly reaching the point where manual/automatic 
systems will no longer suffice. Autonomic systems are es
sential. (By automatic we mean systems that react accord
ing to predefined rules. However, by Autonomic we mean 
systems that create their own adaptation strategies driven 
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by system objectives.) There is an urgent need to explore 
the distributed autonomic ways to manage future complex 
distributed electronic environments. 

This paper describes a telecommunications management 
architecture that both acts as a reference to conventional 
systems and as a guiding structure to potential autonomic 
action in selected areas. It covers a number of essential 
functions: adaptive system objectives setting-up, informa
tion domains searching, end-to-end monitoring, service dis
covery, service selection, service composition, service pro
visioning or activation. This architecture is based on the 
TMF [l] entity-based 4layer telecommunications manage
ment structure. It does not relate in any way to the ISO 7 
layer communications model, except to note that physical 
message passing between the layers can be accomplished 
by electronic communications systems based on the 7 layer 
structure. In a way, it can be seen that the 7 layer structure 
is orthogonal to our management architecture [2]. 

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Sec
tion 2 demonstrates new management paradigm. Section 
3 and 4 presents a constrained benchmark structure includ
ing information model, objective function and a reference 
model is presented. As a validation test, the simulation re
sults of email service provisioning in Section 5 show the 
effectiveness of our autonomic solution to this constrained 
benchmark framework by the nature-inspired adaptation 
strategy - PBIL. Finally we conclude the contributions of 
this paper. 

2 A new management paradigm 

2.1 Understanding of Autonomic Communication 

Self-management is considered as the key characteris
tic for autonomic communication in Hom's report in 2001 
and in IBM redbook at the year 2003, and self-management 
as a computational vision described by IBM in their auto-



nomic communication blueprint. As the increasing chal
lenges of pervasive computing and infrastructurless net
works (E.g., P2P networks and Wireless Ad-hoc Sensor 
Networks (WASNs)), seli-managed network is playing a 
key role and is regarded as the solution to these challenges 
in Pervasive computing and MANET. However; the auto
nomic scenario is NOT equivalent to the self-management 
scenario which is tackled at a computational level. 

Recent researches on autonomic communication re
ported by Strassner and Kephart pointed out that auton
omy is a higher level notation to the computational level 
and is therefore more than se{f~management, that is driven 
by high-level business objectives or being specified by hu
man operators. Although we share same view on this point, 
we emphasize that only a distributed electronic system with 
learning and adaptation strategies can be called autonomic 
systems, which can adapt to changing system objectives and 
circumstances, and satisfy on-demanding business-driven 
services initiatives. It is the authors' belief that a successful 
ACN should develop in two directions as illustrated in our 
paper [3]. 

We define autonomic communication for this purpose as 
follows: Distributed communication systems ~vith the learn
ing and adaptation capability to cope well with dynamic, 
uncertain and complex environments - that is, immediately 
adapt their strategies in accordance with high-level busi
ness objectives and rules in order to maximize service sat
i5faction ~rvithin available services and managed resources. 

2.2 A structure for autonomic behavior 

The layered structure lends itself to the selected intro
Uudiun uf Aulunumic behavior related lu specific funcliuns. 
For example, the product setup process involves the alloca
tion of speciflc sefvices lo specifi.c pmducl compout:nl~. in 
a conventional system, this may be done by the system en
gineer as part of a system configuration process, according 
to a set of business and design rules. On the other hand, 
such a function could be done autonomically at operational 
time using autonomic adaptation strategies that may per
haps be econometric, or based on trust and reliability or 
even swanning behavior. An example we have described 
is the function of configuring MMS mailbox servers to spe
cific customer MMS mailboxes in accordance with the SLA 
between customers and providers. We carry on this by in
troducing market force concepts to a number of selected 
agents residing in the Management Layer [4][5]. In so do
ing, we allow them to have measures of autonomy, with 
intelligence, goals and desires, and social awareness. 

3 A constrained benchmark structure 

3.1 A Reference Model 

Our analysis is on the basis of Object-Oriented Princi
ples (OOP). We consider a TMF entity-based network op
eration system with nP product instances for efJ classes of 
products: nc product component instances for Cc classes of 
product components; n 8 service instances for C8 classes of 
services: and nr resource instances for Cr classes of re
sources. The cost elements between instances of (np x 
TL:), (nc x n,,·) ~ (n,,. x n,.) construct link cost matrices, which 
are assumed to be constant only during one iteration search 
and vary independently from one iteration to another. We 
denote the followings: 

P(l, ... ,11 ":· • • • • 'P~~ .... np} ;_~(i .... nc}' · · · ,_Cfi ... ,n,.:·' 
S1 , ... ,Sc, ;H"'= , ... ,H'":'' ·· (l, ... ,n~}· {l, ... ,n.,} ·_l, ... ,n,.}· {l, ... ,n,-}-

where C can be regarded as the "terminal" of 
"concentrator" P: S is the "tenninal" of "Concentra
tor" C; and R is the "terminal" of "Concentrator" 
S, and np, nc, n 8 , llr E ]{-, and subscript numbers 
{L ... ,np}, {I, ... , n,}, {L ... ,n,} and {I, ... ,n,} rep
resent various instances of network components belonging 
~- ~t...~ ---~:~ .. 1-•• ~1-~- ~ .. ~ -+' ~ - ~ ~ ···~~-~~~: ... ~1 .. 
LU LUC: IJ<.lllll..UI<.ll Ll<.ll'l:"> UUL Ul lpl Cc, l.8 , l .. 1• LC:I'IIJC:LUVC:LJ. 

Let Cost(· ) be total costs, which are associated with 
three main costs: (1) the cost via the link (e.g., transmis
sion cost via wireless channel: traffic condition inlluenced 
cost due to finite link capacity etc) and (2) the Total Cost of 
Ownership (TCO). TCO includes tangible base cost of CO 
(Cost of Ownership) and intangible costs. And (3) Cost ~f 
goal-driven Service-Composition (C.)'('): the activation of 
a SLA-defined service usually involves many decomposed 
sub-services to work together. Sub-services that may need 
to use the services of others are integrated and assembled 
together. Goal-driven autonomic element-based service ac
tivation requires the component-based service to be able to 
be self-assembled. 

Cost(-) #c 
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Where cp(:.vn,i,k(t), Rn,i,k(t),Cn,i(t),~\;,k)E ll:n are 
the link costs relating only to the components in the re
source layer. CPU/Memory usage, bandwidth, capacity are 
all factors required in the calculation of cost. esc is the 
cost for service composition. 

The cost values are determined in three parts. The first 
part considers mainly link costs consisting of the parameters 
in Table 1. The second part is determined by TCO, which is 



Table 1. Costs and Determined Parameters 
Parameters I Cost 
Traffic intensity Condition I 
Node Capacity Level and Link Capacity Level l 
Delay Time 1 

a function of BC and VC as shown in equation I. The third 
part is determined by esc which depends on the integration 
costs. 

3.2 Benchmarking structure and its cost model 

This benchmark structure has a strong link with our ar
chitecture descrihed in previous puhlications. Figure 1 de
picts the constrained benchmark structure containing the 
object nodes as the instantiation from classes. Each node in 
this figure represents one managed element (including man
aged services and managed physical resources) in the four 
layer model. The edge weights a(-i,j) between them de
note the Effective Cost (EC) that the configuration process 
needed. 

We describe it as a constrained structure. This candidate 
list as suggested similarly by Dorigo [6] provides possible 
paths as roughly-known directions for agents. Agents be
have randomly within those possible candidate clusters, in 
so doing, the dimensions of the search space are further re
duced as well as the computational time being kept within 
reasonable limits. The candidate list is determined by the 
following three preliminary parameters- IJ Dependency String 

{DepentbOn): Denoted a~ /J, i~ a bi11ary ~tring. 2) C:01mectivity Hinary String: 

shows connection statm between individual objects. 3) Cost of Usage: considers the 

sum of integrated service cost~ ddi11ed i11 r .. quation I. 

oocp 

Figure 1. Managed Elements 

The service configuration process needs the information 
of the Effective Costs (EC) instead of cost information. EC 
is a function of dependency and costs, and is stored into 
alocal information centre. The calculation EC is illustrated 
in equation 2: 

EC( i) = D x Cost(i) (2) 

How the AEs get the cost values via extemal environ
ments or by coordination behaviors are not in the scope of 
this pape1. "'vVe asswne these infonnatwn 1s provided in the 
local information center and is stored into hierarchical XML 
structure for our calculation purpose. 

4 A PBIL implementation of the benchmark 

lhe simulation model evaluates how the Population 
Based Incremental Learning (PBIL), as a special type of 
genetic algorithm (GA). can be adaptable to the dynamic 
environment with its "learning" (via probability vector) and 
adaptation strategy in order to fulfill our configuration task. 
PBIL searching strategy has been applied in many fields 
since initially being proposed by Baluja in the year 1995. 
In accordance with our architecture, we take email accounts 
configuration as a testing scenario. 

L ne toll owing shows the email configuration process 
with regards to our analysis in the previous section. We as
sume the same number of objects instantiated of each class. 
'T'l..~+ : ~ 
I IIQ.~ l:'>, 

_n ~Le p_::(~d~.L~ laye.::. Lhe.ce .i.s a c.la.3.3 (~:. P.::od~.L~ 

F.mai (::scr), unde-- t"li '3 c a'3s, -::rcre arc 4 obje~~ts 
-Pu ... :J which are instantiations of a Golden Email Account. 

2. =n -::boo cor·F~;nent. :...o.ye.c, -:::boo::e are ac;c;·.~med to be 
:.c~ . .:: classes of ccmpor_en~s- Sor.e C.(~r.poner_L.3 C(~~.:..c. be 

al Cn - Ha~ic 1-:mail Hox(u~ent bl C,- Dial-un lnterneL cl C-) 
Pn:mium_E;nail_Box(U~er), ;nd d), C;:; -Broadba~d Co1mec:tion. . -

"'c~~r one c;t -::r_~ clc_;sc'3...;-::on-::cin 4 ob~ects crd a·--e. 

deno-:::ed .o.s Guo: Col, Co~) Cu:J and so do ~enr1ce and re~ource obJects 
=n t.~1e se.cv:'..ce :..iiye.c, -::here .o..ce ,o_c;c;·.~med t.~; be ~ 

c:..asses of sen.~.i.ce.3. Some sen.~.i.ces could be -- a) S'o 
Tmnsport (its objecb arc. for example. POP/l.MAP, TCP/IP. SMTP. DNS). b) S'1-
Authentication (e.g .• Spami'iltcringct al.); c) S2 -Anti-Virus (e.g .. Viru~Piltering); 
d) S3 -Billing Service 

_n L~'le .::esc~ . .::ce :..G.:,er, ~Lere C~re C~S.3umed Lo be '1 
c a'3'3CS of resource. Some rcsour~~es could be c) H()-
!~outer, b) H1 -Switch. c) H-'2- Hacl..offlce Storage Serven; dl H-;",- Handwidth 

To simplify the computational complexity in the simula
tion, we assume each class has only 4 instantiated objects 
with regards to different users' SLA. Therefore. the total 
number of objects is ."i2. The data used to calculate ~flective 
cost are derived from our university campus network based 
on monthly throughput. Figure 2 describes the algorithmic 
steps towards minimum cost calculation. The detailed illus
tration can be found in the following pseudocode presenta
tion regarding I) how to update probability vector, and 2) 
how to get the minimum cost value, etc. 

5 Simulation Results 

The paths discovered by the centralized PBIL algorithm 
fonnulate a best configuration solution on the basis of cost 
criteria described by the objective function. The nodes 
along this configuration path represent the components to 
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Figure 2. PBIL algorithm for network optimiza
tion 

be necessarily included. A Java-based PBIL application for 
this configuration process is designed, and the simulation 
GUI is constructed. The path discovered by the PBIL algo
rithm is encoded in the probability vector in Figure 3. 

Our particular configuration problem requires (1) a 36-
pair of binary string (=72 bits) to describe the edges be
tween 52 nodes; (2) n (e.g., 1 00) trial sample vectors which 
are generated according to the Probability Vector (PV). Af
ter each generation, the PV will be adjusted incrementally 
to the effect that the best solution sets are to be enhanced 
and the bad solutions are to be diminished; (3) 500 loops of 
iterations which con·esponding to the the number of gener
ations. (Actually. 500 is larger than we require. Generally. 
100 will suffice.) We noted that the discovered path strongly 
depends on the cost values. 

Figure 3 shows the performance test on PBIL adaptation 
strategy with regards to achieving minimum cost in terms 
of instanti<'lting <'~ service or a product. Around I 00 iter

ations are sufficient to find a configuration path in a con
verged telecommunication network. The binary string of 
final probability vector indicates the subscript of network 
components in need of being involved into this configura
tion process given to the known system objectives. 

6 Conclusion 

The purpose of this paper is to describe a notional man
agement structure that would lend itself to the selective in
troduction of autonomic behavior into those parts of the 
OSS where it would be appropriate. The validation of this 
architecture is done via one stochastic searching-based ge
netic algorithm - PBIL, which has been applied to service 
configuration issues by incorporating this notional manage
ment structure. 

The main benefit of the model is that it clearly indicates: 
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Figure 3. Periormance oi PBiL adapiaiion 
strategy appiied into minimum cost evaiua
tion 

1) How to position autonomic behavior and how to set it in 
the context with the OSS systems: 2) How it might be simu
lated and how it might be implemented in real applications 

The simulation results show that this proposed archi
tecture and benchmark issues can be well fitted into the 
amonomic communicarion nerworks in an ever-changing 
complex network environment as long as the eligible self
learning and adaptation strategy or corresponding algo
rithms are carefully designed and implemented. Although 
PBIL is essentially a centralized scheme, good performance 
is still achieved for the given configuration problem. 
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